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Introduction

This paper presents a corpus study of the phrases speak to and speak

with. It is a response to a student question regarding the functional and

semantic di#erence(s) between the two phrases as they are used in polite

requests. The purpose of the analysis is to address more accurately the

manner and contexts in which both are used and to consider the place/

value of such analysis in the ESL/EFL classroom.

Part one of the paper defines Corpus Linguistics and discusses its

development, showing how it has emerged as a valuable resource for

researchers and teachers. It also considers the practical applications of

a corpus-based approach with reference to some of the relevant

research. Part two begins with the rationale for the present study and

explores the treatment of speak in two current dictionaries. Part three

examines evidence provided by the corpus study of speak to and speak

with and discusses the practical implications of these findings.

1. Early examples of non-computerized corpora

Generally defined, a corpus is a large collection of naturally

occurring texts (written text or transcribed speech) which can serve as

the basis for linguistic analysis and description (Aijimer and Altenberg

1991: 1, Kennedy 1998: 1, Leech 1992: 8). Many of the descriptive

grammars of English of the first half of the twentieth century were

based on corpora such as the Bible, newspapers and novels and used

these sources to illustrate grammatical features or constructions

(Kennedy 1998: 13�17). Corpuses such as Thorndike and Lorge’s
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18,000,000 word corpus in the forties included these sources as well as

letters, newspapers and school readers, and were enormously influential

for the teaching of English in many parts of the world (Kennedy 1998:

16). In the fifties and early fifties, the more structured and systematic

manual analysis of non-computerized corpora (letters and recorded

telephone conversations) done by Fries served as an influential

foundation on which later research was based (Kennedy 1998: 17).

1.1 Chomsky’s influence

In the 1950s, the prominent ideology regarding descriptive

grammar was one of competence; that introspection and intuition would

prove su$cient to determine the well-formedness of sentences.

Chomsky and others believed that the goal of linguistics was to account

for our competence in language and to model this competence in terms

of rules and constraints. Chomsky’s view was that speakers constantly

produce unique utterances and that these were not obtainable by any

sort of ‘generalization’. This strongly held view that descriptive

grammars should ‘correspond to the linguistic intuition of the native

speaker’ together with his explicit denial of the relevance of any kind of

quantitative data significantly stalled the acceptance of Corpus

Linguistics as a valid/reliable research tool (Aijimer and Altenberg

1991: 30, Halliday in Aijimer and Altenberg 30, Hunston and Laviosa

2000: 109, Kennedy 1998: 270). Subsequent corpus studies, however,

would prove that the normal use of language did indeed include

considerable use of prefabricated constructions (Kennedy 1998: 270).

1.2 The development of computerized corpora

The advent of computers made it possible to store, scan and classify

large masses of material (Leech 1991: 9). Improved storage and

processing abilities combined with a pedagogical shift towards a more

communicative view of language teaching encouraged linguists such as

Quirk, Svartvik, Francis and Kucera to pursue view corpora as valid

research tools with the aim of developing grammars that more
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accurately reflected current usage and accounted for the

unpredictability of language.

Randolph Quirk’s 1959 launch of the paper-based SEU (Survey of

English Usage) was distinguished itself from earlier corpora in that it

contained and equal balance of written and spoken texts (Kennedy 1998:

17). Shortly after Quirk’s work, the first machine-readable corpus was

compiled by Nelson Francis and Henry Kucera at Brown University in

early 60s. This sample corpora, a sample of American printed English of

the year 1961, made it possible to compare di#erent varieties of English.

This was significant in that these corpora made it possible for research

workers to inspect physically texts of greater length than was

previously possible (Sinclair 1991: 23).

In 1975, Svartvik and colleagues at Lund University made the

unscripted spoken texts of the SEU corpus available in machine

readable form (London-Lund Corpus) and by mid 1990s, this had

become the biggest and most widely used electronic corpus.

1.3 Modern corpora

The sizes of corpora vary and have grown from thousands of words

to hundreds of millions of words in corpuses such as the British National

Corpus and the Bank of English (320 million words). Some linguists

believe that corpuses should be as large as possible if we wish to

accurately study the behavior of words in text (Sinclair 1991: 18).

Others, however, believe that smaller corpora are su$cient to generate

valid results. This will be discussed in section 1.5 of this paper. The

second-generation of what Kennedy and Leech term ‘mega corpora’

di#er from earlier models in several ways. First of all, the inclusion of

larger amounts of spoken text means that these corpora are more

well-balanced than previous models. Secondly, corpuses such as the

Bank of English and the Longman Corpus Network have been designed

to reflect more current general or standard language and wider varieties

of text. The development of the International Corpus of English, which

compares spoken and written forms of regional varieties of English, has
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also helped facilitate wider ranging descriptive research and

comparative studies (Kennedy 1998: 45�56, Leech 1991: 13).

1.4 The category-based approach

There are various ways to approach corpora for the purposes of

investigation. Category-based methods of exploiting a corpus begin by

annotating or ‘tagging’ the corpus so that particular categories can be

counted and compared (Hunston and Laviosa 2000: 93). Word classes,

transitivity, as well as meaning can all be annotated and instances of

each can be counted. Such an approach is useful, for example, in

determining the frequency of traditional grammar categories in various

genres. For example, a teacher might use this approach to show

students that more past tenses than present tenses are used in fiction

writing (Hunston and Laviosa 2000: 104). One of the drawbacks of this

approach is that those who annotate various corpora may incorporate

‘consensually approved’ features such as traditional parts of speech

(Leech 1991: 24). Hunston and Laviosa agree that such annotation

predisposes the researcher to established or existing ideas of the

language and that this more conservative approach may not allow users

to look beyond intuition (Hunston and Laviosa 2000: 103�104).

1.5 The word-based approach

In a word-based methodology, a minimum amount of tagging is

done, and the focus is on the behaviour of individual words and phrases

rather than on categories (Hunston and Laviosa 2000: 93). A word-based

approach can be used to determine frequencies of particular

grammatical categories, but the result will probably not be as accurate

as those found using a category-based approach. With a word-based

approach, however, the researcher uses raw data for the purposes of

studying collocation, the phraseology of words, and comparing and

investigating genres. This is a more e#ective approach for investigating

the di#erent meanings, connotations, and usages of words and Hunston

and Laviosa suggest that such an approach tends to ‘challenge rather
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than confirm our existing views about language’ (Hunston and Laviosa

2000: 104). A word-based approach is the approach used to do the

analysis in section 3 of this paper.

1.6 Practical applications of Corpus Linguistics

One e#ective use of corpus study in the classroom is as a

consciousness-raising activity. Students seeking clarification regarding

usage and accuracy can refer to corpus data and check whether or not

their intuitions are supported or challenged by the evidence. Jackson

claims that such activities allow students to look for ‘hard’ linguistic

evidence for their intuitions and interpretations (Johnson in Wichman

1998: 224). A good example of this is Tesch’s 1990 study of the teaching

of any. Tesch identifies three types of any and shows that the first type

(any�occurring in a$rmative and declarative sentences and applying to

a referent whose existence is presupposed as in I thought any fool would

know) is the most frequent type. Tesch’s point is that this frequently

occurring sense of any is ‘marginally covered’ in grammar texts and

often overlooked by teachers (Mindt in Wichman 1998: 44). In another

study, Sinclair (1992) demonstrated that the adjective glad was usually

followed by the reason for the gladness and that this was usually

introduced by the prepositions about, of, to, or a that clause. These

studies illustrate one of the benefits of appealing to corpus data; it

allows teachers and students to make surprising discoveries and that

such observations are ‘not normally retrievable upon simple appeal to

our intuition’ (Sinclair in Wichman 1998: 33). Dodd states that not only

does comparison of corpus evidence allow students to test grammatical

explanations, but that insight gained from such evidence can help

facilitate improved competence and language sensitivity. He adds that

even a basic analysis will help students gain competence in using the

structure appropriately (Dodd in Wichman 1998: 143). In doing a corpus

study, learners may make independent discoveries and come up with

generalizations that are di#erent from the teacher’s. Johns suggests

that often these student generalizations are more useful than the
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teacher’s (Johns 1991: 5). Corpus data provides opportunities for

students to discover the most common patterns in which words and

phrases occur and Hunston and Laviosa suggest that recognizing more

straightforward patterns of usage such as V n is more helpful than

traditional coding such as V � O or V trans. (Hunston and Laviosa

2000: ).

For most learners, the sheer size and quantity of data found in most

corpora would be more overwhelming than informative. Many

researchers agree, however, that large amounts of data are not

necessarily required for most everyday classroom purposes. Kennedy

suggests that even ‘small corpora can reveal reliable information about

the linguistic behaviour of high frequency function words and high

frequency grammatical features’ (Kennedy 1998: 57). Barnbrook shares

this view and adds that the ‘most common features of language will be

well represented even in relatively small quantities of text’ (Barnbrook

1996: 25). Willis and Willis, in their discussion of consciousness-raising

activities, suggest that one way teachers can manage corpus study more

e#ectively is by narrowing sample sizes and selecting citations typical

of the use of the language feature in question (Willis and Willis 1996:

68).

2. Rationale for current study

The student who made the initial request wanted to know what the

di#erence was between asking to speak to someone and speak with

someone. One of the reasons this may be confusing to students is that

prepositions may be ‘very similar in meaning and the learner’s first

language may not make equivalent distinctions’ (Parrott 2000: 88). In

my initial response to the student, I explained that there was no real

significant di#erence between the two phrases in terms of

conversational English but that the use of speak to indicated more of a

one-way communication in which the subject of the clause initiates the

communication. I provided examples such as I would like to speak to the

manager, please and the president will be speaking to the nation this
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evening. In contrast, I explained that speak with indicated more of a

shared or two-way communication. I provided examples such as I was

speaking with my brother last night and John will be speaking with a group

of delegates tomorrow. I suggested that the two were, for the most part,

interchangeable.

2.1 Procedure for analysis

As a result of this question arising multiple times in the classroom

and wishing to check the accuracy of my own intuition, I decided to

consult the Bank of English to investigate instances of speak to and

speak with. Specifically, I sought to determine:

a) which phrase had the highest frequency and in which corpora

b) the most frequent/significant patterns containing speak to/

speak with

c) di#erences in meaning

d) what typically follows speak to and speak with

e) what typically precedes speak to and speak with

f) significant collocates of speak to and speak with

g) which modals most frequently collocate with speak to/speak

with in polite requests

h) any other senses of speak to/speak with not accounted for in

current dictionaries

2.2 Definitions of speak

I decided to consult the two dictionaries provided to students for

classroom use at my university as a point of comparison for my

intuitive explanation. These are the Collins COBUILD Learner’s

Dictionary and the Longman Advanced American Dictionary. As both

provide multiple definitions and examples of speak, I have chosen the

ones that are most relevant to the student’s original question.

The Longman Dictionary of English has 13 entries under speak as

well as 7 phrasal verbs beginning with speak. From the Longman
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Dictionary, the following definitions apply:

Speak/spik/v.

1. in conversation

[I always� adv./prep] to talk to someone about something or have

a conversation:

[�to] I haven’t spoken to him since last Monday.

[�with] The director would like to speak with you this afternoon.

[speak to/with sb about sth] Have you spoken to Harriet about going

out for lunch?

The Longman Dictionary also distinguishes a separate use of speak to as

a phrasal verb. It does not provide a separate entry for speak with.

1. speak to sb/sth phr. v.

[T] to talk to someone who has done something wrong, to tell them

not to do it again: Someone needs to speak to him about slamming the

door.

The Collins COBUILD Learner’s Dictionary ranks speak as one of the

most frequently used words in the English language. COBUILD

distinguishes 13 di#erent meanings or senses of speak. The following

definitions are most relevant to this study:

1. speak/spik/

1. When you speak, you use your voice in order to say

something. He tried to speak, but for once, his voice had

left him. (�. 2001: 1394)

The COBUILD dictionary also provides a separate column which shows

the word’s typical patterns. For the meaning given above, COBUILD
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shows that to and with are part of the following pattern:

V to/with n. (This indicates that speak to and speak with are both

typically followed by a noun or noun group.)

(Sinclair 2000: 1056)

3. Frequency of speak to/speak with in the Bank of English

A quick investigation shows the relative frequency of the verb

speak in relation to some of its synonyms. The query of ‘speak@’

indicated that there were a total number of 117,222 matching lines

containing the various word forms of speak in the Bank of English. This

is shown in Table 1 below.

In order to access all the word forms for the lemma speak, and to

view the frequency of these forms combined with the prepositons to and

with, two separate queries, speak@�to and speak@�with, were made.

(See Appendix A) These initial queries yielded immediate interesting

and obvious di#erences. The query speak@�to produced 21,840

matching lines whereas the query speak@�with revealed a significantly

much lower amount, producing only 4,558 matching lines.This initial

di#erence forced me to immediately question my initial intuition which

told me that the two phrases were more or less interchangeable.

In order to obtain further clarification, I decided to investigate each

word form of the phrases speak to and speak with. The results appear in

Table 1

Verb Number of matching lines in the Bank of English

talk 227,473

speak 117,222

chat 13,473

gossip 5231

converse 1024
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Appendix A and a brief summary is given in Table 2 below.

The word forms of speak with the preposition to are significantly

higher in all cases. Note that the simple form speak� to has the highest

frequency of all forms followed by the past tense form spoke � to.

Together, these account for approximately 64% of the total number of

instances of speak@to in the Bank of English. The data also clearly

showed that speak to is used most often in spoken English, appearing in

the highest frequency in the US Spoken Corpus and the British Spoken

Corpus. (See Appendix A)

3.1 Verbs preceding speak to

Based on the high frequencies of speak to noted in section 3 above,

I decided to examine this phrase further. Studying a random sample of

100 lines generated by the query speak@�to. (See Appendix B) revealed

citations which showed that speak often occurs in the infinitive form

and is preceded by a certain types of verbs. Sorting the sample

alphabetically two places to the left exposed these verbs more clearly.

Fifteen lines from the query appear below:

Table 2

Query Number of matching lines

Speak�to/Speak�with 7349/1174

Speaking�to/Speaking�with 3544/978

Speaks�to/Speaks�with 732/326

Spoke�to/Spoke�with 6557/1658

Spoken�to/Spoken�with 3658/422
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Some of the verbs that typically precede speak are: ask, decline,

would like, need, give/refuse permission, refuse, start, stop, want. We can

further divide these verbs and group them according to di#erent

meanings:

a) verbs indicating desire (ask, would like, need, want)

b) verbs indicating refusal (decline, refuse, not want)

c) verbs indicating permission (give permission, allow sb to speak

to)

Semantically, we can point out that the ability to speak to someone

is something that is, from the speaker’s point of view, desired but not

always granted. The speaker seeks the interaction but the recipient has

the ability to accept of refuse the request.

3.2 Noun groups following speak to

The most immediately identifiable pattern for speak to and speak

with is that both are followed by nouns or noun groups. This agrees

with the pattern V to/with n described earlier in the COBUILD

dictionary. A further distinction can be made, however, regarding the

type of noun group(s) following each. The query speak@�to�NOUN

brings up 5668 matching lines. The data shows that a significant

number of the nouns/noun groups following the phrase speak to are a
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combination of plural and collective nouns most often referring to

di#erent groups of people. Deleting proper titles and names, personal

and possessive pronouns from the original random sample of 100 lines

makes this evident. (See Appendix C) Some examples from the modified

query appear below:

From the data, the plural and collective nouns can be roughly

divided as follows:

media (journalists, reporters, members of the press, the media)

the public (people, members of the public)

government (supporters, delegates, o$cials, Congress)

academic (students, trustees, parents)

business (colleagues)

This data indicates that the phrase speak to is frequently used when

one person addresses large groups of people in contexts such as media

scrums, political speeches and public meetings.

3.3 Noun groups following speak with

The nouns and noun phrases that follow speak with are quite

di#erent. The query speak@�with�NOUN brings up 1254 matching

lines. A random sampling of 100 lines sorted to the right shows that

speak with is very often followed by an abstract noun indicating the
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emotional quality or intensity of the speaker/speaker’s words. (See

Appendix D) Deleting proper titles and names, personal and possessive

pronouns from the original random sample makes this clearer. A sample

from the modified query appears below:

These nouns that follow speak with often have an evaluative sense

and can be further subdivided into nouns with positive or negative

connotations. Some of the data is presented in Table 3 below. A quick

glance reveals that most of the nouns following speak with have positive

connotations.

This pattern of speak�with�NOUN (describing the quality of the

speech) is not accounted for in either of the dictionaries consulted and

did not occur to me in my initial explanation to the student.
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3.4 Collocates of speak with

Further examination of the original sample generated by speak@�
with�NOUN in section 3.3 reveals that the phrases speak with a/an

accent and speak with one voice have a high frequency in the data. This

is illustrated in the sample below:

To investigate this further, I entered the query ‘speak@�with�a�an

�1accent’. This query returned 105 matching lines in the Bank of

English. A separate query, speak@�with�one�voice, yielded 98

matching lines. Speak with and accent strongly collocate as do speak

with one and voice. This is indicated by their high t and MI scores. (See

Table 3

Adjective Positive Negative

authority x
candour x
confidence x
contempt x
di$culty x
honesty x
joy x
optimisim x
passion x
pride x
sincerity x
sorrow x
understanding x
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Appendix E for an explanation of t-scores and MI scores. See Appendix

F for actual scores) The combination of high t-scores and high MI scores

suggests that speak with a/an accent and speak with one voice are fairly

fixed phrases in the English language. The examples from the data

sample show that speak with one voice is typically used to indicate a

shared view(s) or public opinion and that it is regularly used in political

speeches and in formal addresses. Interestingly enough, this pattern is

listed in The Longman dictionary. The Longman entry appears below:

11 speak with one voice if a group of people speak with one

voice, they all express the same opinion.

This sense, however, is not accounted for in the COBUILD

dictionary. This suggests that di#erent corpora generate di#erent

returns and that determining what is most relevant for the purposes of

writing dictionaries or thesauruses is somewhat of a subjective process.

3.5 Modals with speak to/speak with

The original student reservation regarding the use of speak to and

speak with as they are used in polite requests prompted me to

investigate which of the modals most strongly collocates with speak to

and speak with in polite requests. The query can�i�speak�to returned

113 matching lines in the Bank of English. A t-score of 10.6081 and an

MI score of 8.9173 prove that can is the modal that most frequently

collocates with speak to. (See Appendix G) The query could�i�speak�
to returned only 48 matching lines in the Bank of English. Could,

however, also shows a strong collocation with speak to as is indicated by

its t-score of 6.9193 and MI score of 9.5992. (See Appendix H) The query

may�i�speak�to elicits 30 matching lines in the Bank of English. The

t-score of 5.4711 and MI score of 9.8055 again indicate that may also

collocates strongly with speak to. (See Appendix I) This data did, in fact,

confirm that for the purpose of making requests, each of the modals

were acceptable. It does clearly show, however, that the use of can most
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strongly collocates with speak to and it could therefore be considered the

most natural. This type of data provides clear evidence to those

students who have more traditional grammar backgrounds and refuse

to believe that more relaxed conventions such as Can I speak to X? are

completely acceptable and common. Such data may help weaken

reluctantance to give up more formal conventions such as May I. This

confirms Dodd’s view mentioned earlier, that such data can improve

learner’s language sensitivity. I can personally see great value in using

such data in a conversational English class to aid students who su#er

from sti# or overly formal spoken English. The queries can�i�speak�
with, could�i�speak�with, and may�i�speak�with combined

account for only 9 matching lines in the Bank of English and were not

investigated further. This evidence demonstrates that the modals could

and may are acceptable but that the modal can combines most

frequently with speak to in polite requests.

3.6 Other senses of speak to

The following examples from the data indicate other, yet perhaps,

less frequent uses of speak to.

These examples illustrate perhaps a more formal use of the phrase

speak to. In the citations above, speak to is used formally in the sense of

address, or comment on and is found in the contexts of meetings and

public forums. One other sense of speak to can be found in the examples

below:

This second set of examples show speak to being used in the more

abstract sense of appealing to or attracting senses and emotions. These

uses, though more formal and literary, are not accounted for in the
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dictionaries consulted and did not come to mind at the time of my

original explanation.

3.7 Summary and conclusion

The evidence detailed in section 3 of this paper shows that intuition

is a reasonable starting point for providing explanations of words and

phrases in English but also demonstrates the usefulness of consulting a

corpus in order to support, refine, or refute that intuition. Raw data

provides quantifiable evidence from which learners can identify

frequent as well as unique patterns and meanings in English. Simply

stated, ‘by learning to interact with the corpora, students find

themselves learning a great deal about language, and how to study

language’(Sinclair in Wichman et al. 1997: 9). The student who realizes

that the teacher does not have all the answers becomes a more

independent and self-directed learner through corpus study and may be

less likely to be frustrated by the varied descriptions available in

di#erent grammar texts and dictionaries. Teachers must, of course, be

sensitive to the various levels and abilities of their students before

attempting to use corpus data in the classroom. I believe, as Kennedy

does, that the two approaches can be seen as complementary rather than

conflicting (Kennedy 1998: 271) Johansson suggests that corpus study is

but one of the linguist’s tools and that we should use this tool

appropriately. (Johansson in Aijimer and Altenberg 1991: 313) I would

suggest that guided corpus study is an excellent tool for building

confidence and cooperation and that using it in combination with more

traditional methods of presentation, explanation, focused and

communicative practice will best serve our students.
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Appendix A�Individual queries for speak@�to/speak@�with

Query: speak�to (top 10 lines)

Corpus Total number of occurrences Average number per million
usspok 115 56.8
brspok 829 41.3
sunnow 1231 27.5
brbooks 1166 26.9
brephem 96 20.7
Strathy 310 19.5
Usbooks 601 18.5
Guard 437 13.5
Times 667 12.9

Query: speaking�to (top 10 lines)

Corpus Total number of occurrences Average number per million
bbc 686 36.9
npr 499 22.4
usspok 28 13.8
brspok 230 11.5
strathy 134 8.4
sunnow 352 7.9
brbooks 329 7.6
usbooks 202 6.2
oznews 189 5.4
indy 149 5.3

Query: speaks�to (top 10 lines)

Corpus Total number of occurrences Average number per million
usspok 35 17.3
Npr 81 3.6
Strathy 54 3.4
Usbooks 95 2.9
Guard 60 1.9
Brmags 79 1.8
Brbooks 70 1.6
Usnews 14 1.4
Times 67 1.3
Sunnow 53 1.2
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Query: spoke�to (top 10 lines)

Corpus Total number of occurrences Average number per million
Npr 740 33.3
Sunnow 1138 25.4
Bbc 411 22.1
Brspok 443 22.1
Brbooks 41 20.3
usspok 855 19.7
Oznews 539 15.4
Usbooks 419 12.9
Strathy 185 11.6
Times 565 10.9

Query: spoken�to (top 10 lines)

Corpus Total number of occurrences Average number per million
Usspok 46 22.7
Sunnow 961 21.5
Brspok 390 19.4
Oznews 363 10.4
Brbooks 423 9.8
Times 388 7.5
Indy 191 6.8
Guard 219 6.8
Usbooks 169 5.2
Strathy 75 4.7

Query: speak�with (top 10 lines)

Corpus Total Number of Occurrences Average Number per Million
usspok 18 8.9/million
usbooks 196 6.0/million
npr 115 5.2/million
usephem 17 4.8/million
strathy 61 3.8/million
brbooks 151 3.5/million
usacad 18 2.8/million
oznews 90 2.6/million
indy 63 2.2/million
econ 33 2.1/million
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Query: speaking�with (top 10 lines)

Corpus Total Number of Occurrences Average Number per Million Words
npr 546 24.6/million
usbooks 73 2.3/million
strathy 30 1.9/million
brbooks 69 1.6/million
usephem 5 1.4/million
oznews 40 1.1/million
guard 34 1.1/million
usspok 2 1.0/million
usacad 6 0.9/million
usnews 9 0.9/million

Query: speaks�with (top 10 lines)

Corpus Total Number of Occurrences Average Number per Million Words
indy 38 1.4/million
guard 41 1.3/million
strathy 19 1.2/million
brmags 44 1.0/million
oznews 34 1.0/million
usbooks 30 0.9/million
times 37 0.7/million
econ 11 0.7/million
npr 15 0.7/million
usephem 2 0.6/million

Query: spoke�with (top 10 lines)

Corpus Total Number of Occurrences Average Number per Million Words
npr 610 27.4/million
usspok 19 9.4/million
brbooks 240 5.5/million
usbooks 179 5.5/million
strathy 46 2.9/million
sunnow 128 2.9/million
oznews 98 2.8/million
usephem 7 2.0/million
indy 53 1.9/million
usnews 17 1.7/million
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Appendix B

100 Lines of speak@�to

Query: spoken�with (top 10 lines)

Corpus Total Number of Occurrences Average Number per Million Words
usspok 12 5.9/million
sunnow 79 1.8/million
npr 35 1.6/million
usbooks 47 1.4/million
strathy 20 1.3/million
brbooks 54 1.2/million
oznews 37 1.1/million
indy 28 1.0/million
usnews 8 0.8/million
bbc 12 0.6/million
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Appendix B (continued)

100 Lines of speak@�with
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Appendix C

100 Lines of speak@�to�NOUN
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Appendix D

100 lines of speak@�with�NOUN
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Appendix E

Explanation of t-scores and MI Scores

MI (Mutual Information Score is often used to assess the significance of

a particular collocation. The MI score compares the actual

co-occurrence of two words with their expected co-occurrence.

T-score is a statistical measurement that shows which words are

important to the NODE word. A high t-score tells us that there is a lot

of evidence in the corpus for a particular collocation and that we can be
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very certain that one word attracts the other.

To get a true sense of the collocates of a word, we need to know both the

collocates with high t-scores and high MI scores. (Hunston and Laviosa

2000: 16�18)

Appendix F (T and MI scores for speak@�with�a�an1accent and

speak@�with�one�voice)

T-scores for speak@�with�a�an1accent (top 10 lines)

MI scores for speak@�with�a�an1accent (top 10 lines)

T-scores for speak@�with�one�voice (top 10 lines)
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MI scores for speak@�with�one�voice

Appendix G

T-scores for can�i�speak�to (top 10 lines)

MI scores for can�i�speak�to (top 10 lines)
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Appendix H

T scores for could�i�speak�to (top 10 lines)

MI scores for could�i�speak�to (top 10 lines)

Appendix I

T scores for may�i�speak�to (top 10 lines)
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MI scores for may�i�speak�to (top 10 lines)

Keywords

corpus linguistics, corpora, speak to, speak with, collocate,

frequency, query
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